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Abstract: In the JPLT3 study, a real-time central surgical reviewing (CSR) system was employed
aimed at facilitating early referral of candidates for liver transplantation (LTx) to centers with pediatric
LTx services. The expected consequence was surgery, including LTx, conducted at the appropriate
time in all cases. This study aimed to review the effect of CSR on institutional surgical decisions in
cases enrolled in the JPLT3 study. Real-time CSR was performed in cases in which complex surgeries
were expected, using images obtained after two courses of preoperative chemotherapy. Using the
cloud-based remote image viewing system, an expert panel consisting of pediatric and transplant
surgeons reviewed the images and commented on the expected surgical strategy or the necessity of
transferring the patient to a transplant unit. The results were summarized and reported to the treating
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institutions. A total of 41 reviews were conducted for 35 patients, and 16 cases were evaluated as
possible candidates for LTx, with the treating institutions being advised to consult a transplant center.
Most of the reviewed cases promptly underwent definitive liver surgeries, including LTx per protocol.

Keywords: hepatoblastoma; clinical trial; surgery; central review; cloud-based remote image viewing
system; liver transplantation

1. Introduction

Hepatoblastoma (HB) is the most common malignant liver tumor in children, and
accounts for approximately 1% of all pediatric malignancies [1,2]. The prognosis of pa-
tients with HB has dramatically increased in the last three decades, mainly owing to the
application of cisplatin-based neoadjuvant and adjuvant chemotherapies [3–6]. However,
since complete resection of the tumor is critical for the patient’s long-term survival, surgery
remains the mainstay of treatment for HBs. Recent developments in surgical treatment
strategies, including extreme hepatic resection techniques and liver transplantation (LTx)
with safety and preserved liver function, have also contributed to the improved survival
of patients [7–10]. Currently, tumors that remain unresectable with hepatectomy after
neoadjuvant chemotherapy are generally candidates for LTx.

The Japanese Study Group for Pediatric Liver Tumors (JPLT; currently the Liver Tumor
Committee of the Japan Children’s Cancer Group) conducted a multicenter prospective
study from 1999 to 2012 (JPLT-2) [3,11]. Unresectable tumors at diagnosis were treated with
neoadjuvant chemotherapy, which was intensified according to the response to first-line
treatment. Chemotherapy was repeated for up to six courses if surgical treatment was unfea-
sible. Of the 361 patients, 5 died without receiving any definitive surgery, and 12 remained
unresectable after the protocol treatment chemotherapy. It was not until 2010 that LTx was
covered by insurance in our country. Thus, most patients enrolled in this study, especially
in the first 10 years of the study, did not have access to LTx [11]. Patients remaining unre-
sectable after chemotherapy typically receive excessive courses of chemotherapy seeking
maximum shrinkage of the tumor, which did not effectively improve the resectability of
the tumor, but resulted in increased chemoresistance and chemotoxicity [11].

The JPLT3 study consisted of three risk-adapted prospective trials for HB, subclassi-
fying patients into standard-, intermediate-, and high-risk (named JPLT3-S, JPLT3-I, and
JPLT3-H, respectively). In response to the significant delay of surgery in cases enrolled in
the JPLT-2, a real-time central surgical review platform using a cloud-based remote image
viewing system was developed to facilitate the appropriate surgical procedure to be per-
formed at proper timing. A panel consisting of experts in liver surgery or LTx voluntarily
participated in the review.

In this study, the surgical review process conducted in cases enrolled in the JPLT3 trial
was retrospectively reviewed. We focused on the timeliness of surgical reviews to assist
with treating institutions in deciding whether the patient should be referred to a facility
capable of LTx and extreme liver surgeries.

2. Materials and Methods

The detailed treatment protocol and outcome of the high-risk feasibility study (JPLT3-H)
are published elsewhere [12]. Details of treatment and outcome in standard-risk and
intermediate-risk patients (JPLT3-S, JPLT3-I) are to be published after the designated follow-
up is completed. Risk group classification was defined according to the tentative results
obtained from the Children’s Hepatic tumor International Collaboration (CHIC) database
analysis during the protocol design [13,14]. Briefly, the high-risk group consisted of cases
with M1 or N2 PRETEXT annotations [15], or cases with serum alpha-fetoprotein (AFP)
level of <100 ng/dL at diagnosis. Intermediate-risk included non-high-risk patients with
either of the following: PRETEXT IV tumor; annotation factors E1, E1s, E2, E2a, H1, N1, P2,
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P2a, V3, or V3a; multifocal; or age > 3 at diagnosis. Standard-risk patients included all other
HBs. The JPLT3-S protocol treatment consisted of six courses of cisplatin monotherapy
and surgery, in which 80 mg/m2 cisplatin was administered over 24 h every 14 days,
as in the SIOPEL-3 standard-risk study [16]. The JPLT3-I protocol treatment consisted
of six courses of the combination of 80 mg/m2 cisplatin administered over 24 h on day
one and 60 mg/m2 doxorubicin administered over 48 h on days 2 and 3, following the
PLADO regimen published previously [17]. Surgical resection of the primary tumor could
be performed at any time after four courses of chemotherapy in the JPLT3-I and -S. The
JPLT3-H assessed the feasibility and safety of the SIOPEL-4 regimen in a Japanese patient
cohort; thus, the protocol treatment regimen was nearly identical to that of SIOPEL-4 [4].
The surgical guidelines indicated the following cases as possible candidates for LTx and
recommended early consultation with transplant centers: (1) multifocal PRETEXT IV tumor;
(2) unifocal PRETEXT IV tumor without downstaging; and (3) centrally located tumors
with massive invasion to the portal bifurcation or the hepatic veins that are unlikely to be
resected safely with conventional hepatectomies.

In all studies, radiological evaluation was mandated at designated time points using
enhanced computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The images
were copied onto CD-ROMs and shipped to the study coordinator. The study coordinator
uploaded them to a cloud-based teleradiology system (Esite Healthcare Co. Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan). Each panelist was provided with login accounts to view the full images on their
computer terminals or other personal devices accessible to the Internet (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Flow of the central radiological and surgical reviews to facilitate early referral of enrolled
patients in the The Japanese Study Group for Pediatric Liver Tumors 3 (JPLT3) study.

The surgical review was initially designed to be conducted voluntarily by the surgical
expert panel in selected cases enrolled in the intermediate-risk group, using images obtained
after two cycles of PLADO. Cases to be reviewed were selected by the surgical treatment
coordinator of the study. Adding to these routine “voluntary reviews”, the panel responded
to random surgical consultations from the treating institutions seeking recommendations
for appropriate surgical treatment. Each review session was initiated with a review request
e-mail from the study coordinator to all panelists. Personal and institutional information
was anonymized, and case summaries, including AFP values, were sent along with detailed
login information. To strictly avoid external access to the cloud system, and to protect the
images from unintended use, IDs and passwords were managed centrally and changed
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periodically. Additionally, permission for access to the system was renewed annually
according to the updated list of panelists. Panelists were allowed to browse the images
online, but could not download the image files. The cloud-based viewer allowed all
images, from diagnosis to the latest series, to be browsed through a single sequence. The
panelists could easily compare side-by-side CT scans or MRI scans obtained at different
time points, measure tumors, and change the contrast or brightness as they would do for
patients in their facilities. The experts reviewed the images and made surgical decisions
per protocol/surgical guideline. Opinions were collected via e-mail, and for cases in which
consensus could not be reached through e-mail-based discussions, web meetings were held
to reach an agreement.

The review results were summarized and integrated into a single report session by
session. A final surgical review report was issued and sent to the treating institution. This
report primarily provided recommendations on whether the institution should contact
transplant centers early to prepare for transplantation. Further advice on surgical ap-
proaches or the content of discussion shared within the panelists were added as postscripts.

3. Results
3.1. Surgical Reviews and Responses to Consultations

A total of 41 surgical review sessions were conducted in 35 cases. Seven cases were
subjected to two sessions at different time points. Six of the 35 cases were enrolled in
the JPLT3-S study, 22 in the JPLT3-I, and 6 in the JPLT3-H. Of the 41 sessions, 27 were
voluntary reviews, and 14 were held in response to consultations from treating physicians
or surgeons (Table 1). Twenty-two out of the 28 voluntary reviews were performed on
JPLT3-I (intermediate-risk) cases, since surgical review after two courses of PLADO was
part of the study in this group, particularly for those with PRETEXT III and IV tumors.

Table 1. Overview of review sessions.

Total Enrollment 1st Session
n = 35

2nd Session
n = 7

voluntary consultation voluntary consultation
standard 43 0 6 0 0

intermediate 36 20 2 6 1
high 15 2 5 0 0

3.2. Timing of Review Sessions

Regarding the timing of reviews, 74% (26 of 36) of the first review sessions were
conducted using imaging studies obtained after one or two courses (blocks) of chemother-
apy, which indicates that most of the reviews took place in the early phase of treatment
(Table 2). Review sessions at later time points were mainly held in response to consulta-
tions from treating institutions, or as second reviews in cases that had undergone initial
review sessions.

3.3. Promptness of Review Process

The median time consumed for surgical reviews was calculated as the number of days
from the date of the actual imaging study to the date of issuing the surgical report. The
average total session duration of all reviews was 21.9 days (Figure 2). When subclassified
into voluntary reviews and consultation responses, the entire session duration was 23.4 days
on average for voluntary reviews, and the average duration of consultation response was
19 days. The shorter time consumed in consultations may have reflected the nature of
consultations, as these often require urgent answers.
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Table 2. Timing of review sessions.

1st Session
n = 35

2nd Session
n = 7

after 2 courses 2 0
standard after 4 courses 3 0

after 5 courses 1 0

after 2 courses 20 0
intermediate after 3 courses 2 1

after 4 courses 0 6

after block A1 2 0
high after block A2 2 0

after block A3 3 0
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Figure 2. Duration of the first surgical review sessions in the studied 35 cases. “Entire session”
indicates the number of days from the imaging study to the completion of the report. Period A
indicates the number of days from the imaging study to the beginning of the reviewing process, and
period B indicates the period from the beginning of the reviewing process to the issue of review report.
(A) Duration of all review sessions included; (B) Duration of voluntary review sessions; (C) Duration
of sessions in response to consultations from participating centers.

To further clarify which part of the review process tends to consume more time, we
next assessed the number of days from the imaging study to the beginning of the review
session (period A), and from the beginning of the session to the issuing of the report
(period B) (Figure 2). The exact date of starting sessions was not prospectively recorded;
therefore, the date that the review request e-mail was sent was used as a surrogate. Nine of
the 41 review sessions were excluded from this analysis because the corresponding e-mail
could not be recovered. The average duration of period A was 14.8 days, compared to
9.3 days in period B. It is noteworthy that there was a wide range of days consumed in
period A (2–64 days), whereas the actual reviewing process represented by period B was
reasonably timely in all cases (1–20 days). The time spent for the actual review tended to
increase when web conferences were used to reach consensus.

We next assessed whether the reports had been returned in time for the surgeons to
plan their surgeries based on the recommendations. Thirty-two cases for which data on the
date of surgery were available were subjected to this analysis. Regarding the first review
session, the median duration from the date on which the surgical recommendation report
was issued to the actual surgery date was 40 days (range: −1–98 days). The results were
returned to the institutions more than 1 month before the surgery in 22 cases, whereas in
the remaining 10 cases, the results were returned within a month prior to the surgery. In
one urgent consultation case, the expert panel put out a recommendation as quickly as
7 days after the start of the review process, but the surgery had already been completed the
day before the results were returned. The results of the first review session were reported
on time for the operation in all other cases. In contrast to the first sessions, the second
review sessions took place after four courses of chemotherapy in six cases, and after three
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courses in one (Table 2). The reports could be returned before the surgery in only two of
the seven cases receiving second reviews, which indicates that reviews after four courses
would likely not be in time to aid surgical decision-making.

3.4. Recommendations and Surgical Outcome/Patient Referral

As described previously, the primary aim of the surgical review was to predict whether
the case may become a candidate for LTx, and to make recommendations for consulting a fa-
cility with expertise in complicated childhood liver surgery and transplantation. As a result
of the first review session, 19 cases were predicted to become resectable with a conventional
partial hepatectomy, including hemihepatectomy or trisectionectomy (Figure 3). For the
other 16 cases, early consultation with a transplant center was recommended. Among
these, the panel agreed that six cases were likely to require transplantation, even after
further courses of chemotherapy. Ten cases were reported as “borderline” cases, in which
the necessity of LTx was not definite but could not be excluded at the point of the review.
Among these, there were cases in which the experts’ opinions varied and consensus for the
recommended surgical approach could not be reached, including a case with a large POST-
TEXT III tumor with multiple residual pulmonary nodules after induction chemotherapy; a
case with tumor thrombus in the bilateral portal branches that were possibly resectable with
portal reconstruction; or an infant case with a POST-TETX III tumor in which concerns were
raised for insufficient residual liver volume. The decision for optimal surgical procedure
was difficult for these cases even after extensive discussions through a web conference;
thus, the final report concluded that the case requires early referral to transplant centers.
The content of the discussion held within the expert panel was also reported to the treating
institution for reference.
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Figure 3. Recommendation of the expert panel at the first review session and surgical outcome of
cases reviewed (JPLT3). Ltx: liver transplantation.

Of the 19 cases recommended to be treated with conventional partial hepatectomy, in
addition to the two cases in which surgical data were missing, all 17 patients underwent
hepatectomy either at the original institution or at a referring institution (Figure 3). Of the
ten cases categorized into “borderline,” eight ultimately received hepatectomy either at
the original institution or a transplant center, whereas two underwent transplantation. Of
the six patients who were likely to require transplantation at the surgical review, four were
ultimately treated with LTx, whereas two underwent hepatectomy.

Recommendations for consultation with transplant centers mandated neither patient
referral nor the use of LTx, but aimed to facilitate the referral process once transplantation
is needed. Nevertheless, 14 out of the 35 cases studied were transferred to a high-volume
transplant center for liver surgery. These included two cases in which the surgical expert
panel did not recommend consultation with a transplant center. For these two cases, the
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patients were referred at the discretion of the treating institutions. For the other 12 cases,
we could not determine whether the surgical review report directly affected the institution
to refer the patient, because data were not collected to clarify this. In contrast, there were
three cases in the “borderline” group and one case in the “likely to require transplantation”
group whose hepatectomies were ultimately performed in the original local institution
(non-transplant centers). The decision on patient referral and the final surgical approach
was left to the treating facility, and data on how these local centers decided to perform the
surgery at their institution or whether the local centers had contacted transplant centers
are unavailable.

4. Discussion

Standardization and quality assurance of protocol treatment are critical to the success
of a multicenter clinical trial. From this perspective, compared to that of chemotherapy
and radiotherapy, there are various obstacles to standardizing and assuring the quality of
surgical treatment, including institutional variations in diagnostic imaging skills, variations
in surgeons’ familiarity with the protocol, lack of uniformity in surgical approaches, unclear
definition of acceptable surgeries, and lack of educational opportunities [18]. To overcome
such obstacles, besides implicating a detailed surgical guideline, a real-time central surgical
reviewing system was employed to support, or in some situations intervene with, the
institutional decision-making process on time.

We deployed a cloud-based teleradiology system for central radiological reviewing in
the current study. The technology for sharing medical images via the web has developed
significantly in the last decade and is currently used for various medical purposes, including
real-time remote radiological diagnosis [19,20]. Cloud-based remote image viewing systems
serve as a diagnostic platform, and are ideal for central radiological reviews in a multicenter
trial setting that requires accuracy and speed.

Regarding the timeliness of the process, since almost all review reports from the
first review sessions were handed to the treating institutions before the actual surgical
procedure, the rapidity of the reviews may be acceptable. However, patients with HB
requiring referral to a transplant center would benefit from an even quicker response. The
importance of early referral for transplant has recently been repeatedly emphasized by
major collaborative study groups and transplant centers [9,21–23], and early consultation
has been integrated as a secondary endpoint in the AHEP0731 study conducted by the
Children’s Oncology Group [8,9,21]. An early referral does not necessarily mean that a
transplant is imminent, but instead allows sufficient time for completing the transplant
workup [8]. In our country, the vast majority of LTxs are living-donor transplantations [24],
and even with this background, at least 1 month is required before surgery for donor
selection and screening. Knowing that tumors can become drug-resistant after four or
more courses of chemotherapy [25,26], it is widely recommended to avoid multiple courses
before surgery. Thus, to facilitate the referral process and enable surgery, including LTx,
after four to six courses of preoperative chemotherapy per protocol, the results of surgical
reviews should be returned by the first day of the fourth course of chemotherapy. Our
results showed that although many of the review sessions could be started within 2 weeks
from the date of the imaging study, there were some cases in which period A (period from
imaging study to initializing review) had been extraordinarily long. This was mostly caused
by the delay of the treating institutions in sending the image data to the study coordinator.
With further improvements in technology and systems, and educating treatment facilities
on the significance of timeliness, we consider that this process could be shortened in
future studies.

It is important to note that referral to a transplant center should not mandate LTx.
There has been a continuous discussion on whether “borderline” unresectable tumors
should ultimately be treated with transplantation or with extreme hepatectomies, without
reaching a consensus to date [7–10,22,27–29]. Moreover, the resectability of the tumor could
drastically improve in response to further courses of chemotherapy, enabling complete
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resection with hepatectomies free of margin for a tumor that once appeared to be unre-
sectable. In addition, even in cases in which transplantation is unavoidable for the cure,
donor factors or other social/familial issues must be considered for the indication of trans-
plantation. For these reasons, in our real-time review system, the initial recommendation
was limited to “consultation with” rather than “refer to” a transplant facility, expecting that
with this recommendation, the local institution will contact a liver transplant facility and
start mutual discussions on the indication for LTx.

This study had several limitations. First, because of its retrospective nature, data
to determine whether surgical reviews directly influenced the surgical decisions at the
treating institutions are unavailable. Second, this study focused on the practical operation
of the web-based surgical review, and the detailed surgical procedures and outcomes,
including long-term survival, recurrence, complications, and surgical margins, were not
analyzed. These will be analyzed and published elsewhere once complete follow-up data
become available.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, a real-time surgical review system was adopted for the first time in a
prospective multicenter clinical trial setting for HB. Our preliminary experience taught
that critical recommendations on whether a patient should be consulted with a transplant
center must be made using images obtained after two courses of chemotherapy at the
latest. Although the direct effect of the reviews on surgical decision-making could not
be evaluated, most of the reviewed cases promptly underwent definitive liver surgeries,
including LTx, per protocol. The results suggest that central surgical reviews may facilitate
centralization and benefit the quality assurance of surgical treatment in a multicenter setting.
Real-time voluntary reviews on all patients undergoing preoperative chemotherapy in the
current PHITT/JPLT-4 trial are currently conducted to verify our findings.
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